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Mat in roll for passageways and milking rooms
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Fixing elements
The mat can be laid loose. In case of fixing, use stainless steel
knock-in screw (HIT8-30/80), stainless steel washers (10 x 30
mm) and dowels.
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Storage
If mats are not installed immediately, it is better to shelter them
from light and bad weather. Before starting the installation,
make sure that the temperature is between 8 °C and 30 °C.
Keep a void of a few millimeters along the
mat for the expansion
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Support
The support for the mats shall be rigid enough (concrete or asphalt) and shall have an even surface so that the mat
rests on all of it. The surface will ideally have a slope to allow the evacuation of liquids.
Before laying, clean up the support and let it dry.
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Laying
Mats shall be laid keeping a distance of 2 cm on their borders to allow expansion. This spacing can be filled with a
silicone joint.
Unroll the soft bed with its hammered side on top. To prevent tensions, it is better to keep the mat unrolled for one
day in the barn so that it warms up to the ambiant temperature.
Fastening is ensured at the front with one screw every linear meter. It is advised to start at the center of the mat and
move towards its extremities. Drill the support using the appropriate 8 mm drill bit, put the dowel then put the screw
trying not to crush the mat too much. If you need to cut the mat (pole, edge...), use a hole saw or a jigsaw.
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Maintenance
Mats can be scraped using a hand scraper and cleaned with a water jet cleaner or a high-pressure cleaner (do not
exceed 60 bars and 30 °C).
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